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According to World Health Organization (WHO) every year hundred of Millions of

cases of insects and rodents diseases indicating the major threat to global public

health that vector-born diseases are Operational, financial and managerial

problems, together with environment change, pesticide resistance and population

movement have caused an increase in prevalence of many of these diseases in

recent years Fumigation generally refers to an efficient manner of targeted control

of various kinds of pests and insects inside your residential, commercial and

industrial properties.LEARN MORETermite controlTermite is a silent enemy that

effects 24 hours to your precious items in the building, on time precautions are

must to take in this connection A TO Z GLOBAL ENTERPRISES has trained and

developed a team of technicians who can take care of all your termite protection

jobs equipped with hammer drills, sub slab injectors, Roding devices, Protective

equipments and regulated pressure pumps. These professionals can handle any job

the clients satisfactionsLEARN MORERodent ControlAdult House mice weigh from

1/2 to 1 ounce. They are generally grayish brown with a gray or off-white belly.
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open fields and agricultural lands. House mice will eat many types of food but prefer

seeds and grain. Foods high in fat, protein, or sugar may be preferred even when

grain and seed are present. Such items include bacon, chocolate candies, butter,

and nutmeats. Unlike Norway and Roof rats, House mice can survive with little or no

water, obtaining their water from moisture in the food they eat
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